Variability in home-measured blood pressure and heart rate: associations with self-reported insomnia and sleep duration.
Both self-reported sleep disorders and higher variability in home blood pressure (BP) and home heart rate (HR) have been associated with increased cardiovascular mortality. The objective of our study was to assess the associations of the variability in home-measured BP and HR with self-reported insomnia and sleep duration. We studied a representative sample of Finnish adult population with 1908 study participants aged 41-74 years. BP/HR measurements were performed on 7 consecutive days. The variability in home-measured BP/HR was defined as the standard deviation of morning - evening, day-by-day and first - second measurements. Self-reported insomnia and sleep duration questionnaires were used to classify participants with sleep disorders. Results from Finn-home study show that morning - evening, day-by-day (morning and evening) and first - second home BP variability variables were significantly higher in participants with persistent insomnia than in those without insomnia. Morning - evening, day-by-day, morning day-by-day and first - second measurements of home HR variability variables were significantly higher in participants with persistent insomnia than in those without insomnia. Systolic morning - evening, day-by-day and morning day-by-day variables of home BP variability were significantly higher in long sleepers and systolic morning day-by-day, diastolic day-by-day and diastolic first - second measurement of home BP variability variables were higher in short sleepers than in the reference group. Insomnia combined with short sleep duration further increases home BP/HR variability. As self-reported sleep disorders are associated with greater variability in home BP/HR and both have cardiovascular prognostic value, we encourage physicians to evaluate these easily obtainable measurements in clinical practice to help identify patients at risk.